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About This Software

Wing IDE is an integrated development environment that makes programming in Python fast and easy. Wing IDE delivers many
powerful features for editing, debugging, testing, inspecting, navigating, refactoring, searching, and managing Python code.

Wing IDE works with Python 2.x and 3.x and can be used with Autodesk Maya, MotionBuilder, NUKE, Blender, Source
Filmmaker, and other modeling, rendering, and compositing software that uses Python as a scripting language.

Wing IDE also works with pygame, PyOpenGL, and other Python game libraries (see
https://wiki.python.org/moin/PythonGameLibraries).

The Non-Commercial Use license is for students and hobbyists. If you make money from your use of Wing IDE, please
purchase the Commercial Use license.
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Cool game and all though, Playing agaisnt players with silenced gear is no fun,
Information is limited where Silenced players usually leave no trace if you were camera was not the specific place you were
getting shot from,

Will be taking my money back for now, Might buy the game in the future,

Suggestions:
With the small community playing the game, At least set some balancing in terms of equipment,
I just started the game played through some campaing missions then played multiplayer matches where I was matched up with
silvers who had full silenced gear. Feels like the enemy is hacking when he can get his/her soldiers behind my lines in 2 turns,.
Well , if i could use it it would be good , but i can't use it.. Highly addicting game. Each class has its own feel to it which adds to
the depth of the game (though the two hardcore classes are really just that). The music is quite good and adds to the intense
atmosphere of the game.. This gets stale super quickly, even to my group of friends who enjoy hectic and silly local-coop
games.

Maps and modes aren't super varied and are fun for the first few rounds, but grow tiresome rather quickly.

Fixed spawn points mean spawn-camping is super easy.

Could potentially be fun, just not for very long right now.. I have become SHOE. 19\/2 would be shoe again
Needs soundtrack DLC. Very informative and interesting. I definately recomend this to anyone who is taking an interest in what
is undoubtably the best Mil-sim out there, Combine that with the modability and the Steam workshop and it's an absolutely
amazing game
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Meh. Not enough players, a 20 dollar game, shaky mechanics..... I'll pass.. Fun game! Immersive and scracthes a baseball itch..
Bought this game on release 3 years ago on april 10. Wowee nothing has changed!

Okay let's all be honest here, the only reason why this game got on steam is purely because of rabbid fanbases of youtubers that
do anything as they tell them to.

This game originally being a fanmade game for a dead youtuber (dead in the meaning that his sub count is over 1 million yet less
than 10k views on videos) who was playing fanmade games as long as they had his name in it. The games mostly are terible, this
one is a proof of that.

Fanmade games should be nothing else than a free game of the person you like. Not putting it on a gaming platform that has big
titles. This game should've been put on newgrounds or kongrate where it belongs. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 even saying that it
belongs on NG and KG is an insult to these sites, they acutally have a good games that are FREE.

Overall this game is nothing unique, empty piece of garbage.
Developers promised an update but we got nothing for 3 years. These developers shouldn't have rights to even put a game like
this and demand money for it.

But hey lets talk about what's good about the game, shall we...
...it has cards... and uh... that's it... really... that's it.

Game is this empty. Don't bother spending money on it. OR EVEN BUYING IT FOR FEW CENTS. Giving these
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665s money is downright wrong. Don't do it, you'll regret it.

My grade is:
Graphics are garbage
Gameplay is garbage
Features in it are garbage

And my final words. Don't even bother interacting with this junk. It's a waste of your time and precious money.. It's a nice
adventure game. The ending is a bit cliff-hanging, but I took it better than expected (provided all the negative comments here
about it), I'll definitely wait for the sequel.. I've always wanted VR developers to embrace goofy but tightly controlled arcade
style light gun gameplay instead of going for hardcore immersion and this is certainly it.

While it's very lacking in content as I write this review (You can breeze through it in a few minutes) The mechanics are very
solid and the inclusion of an arcade mode where you're graded at the end of it makes it very replayable. The decision to only
involve one vive controller in the game so you can stabilize your aim better as if you were holding a guncon is pretty cool. The
dust particles that bounce off of where you shoot give your gun a very impactful feel which is a subtle but highly important part
of making it enjoyable to use.

They've got the arcade feel down, they just need the content. I wanna see more VR games embrace this kind of arcade feel..
Can recommend!
Quick Games
Fun to play
Free. The Yawhg is a choose your own adventure visual novel style game with everything it needs to be a finely polished
product except a story of any length. The value of this game rises if you actually play it with friends, though you'll need to do so
more than once. If you're seeking a curious story as a single player, well, you'll get part of one. I got The Yawhg on sale and
gave it a try. Eight minutes later I was done. I figured I should give it a more thorough try and another eleven minutes later I had
three playthroughs under my belt. Another $10 game that can be cleared faster than a good trip to the toilet. If you want to try it
yourself nothing can stop you from clearing it a dozen times before refunding.

The Yawhg has many good elements. A whimsical art style giving appeal to a dreary world, relaxing and somber music, some
hearty wit. There's a good spread of events and RNG set up with a reliable way to target specific events and stat boosts to see
certain endings or clear certain mysteries. The problem is that aside from the initial burst of curiosity there's almost nothing
there. This is a cake made entirely of frosting. You make 12-24 choices of weekly activities for 2-4 characters, read a short
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paragraph for each with a small semi-random decision and then try to apply your final stats to help or hurt the recovering town.
Then a short ending sees you off. That is it. If there was a nice long story to read with all these good frills The Yawhg would be
a cult classic. There's virtually no gameplay and the story is threadbare, being a story where you imagine what the character
you're putting together amounts to off screen. Aside from an easter egg or two there isn't any deep lore or twists to discover.
Four townspeople do things that may or may not make them good or bad people. Once you've cleared The Yawhg a few times
all that is left is whether or not you can convince other people to play it with you and whether or not you want to see every
ending with a walkthrough in hand.

Maybe The Yawhg would have value as an amusement between friends where you're all having a laugh about your outcomes and
would pay itself off in time, something you can strike up when the mood hits over a few months. Anyone expecting a single
player story to sink their teeth into will find there is no meat. This game may be a worthwhile purchase if you get it on a strong
sale as it is more of a $2 curiosity. That's the price I paid and I still felt like a bit of a sucker.. A very polished escape the room
game. And it has a nice hint system to boot. Get it!. Worthless DLC ever... lucky enough it's included in the Thief Collection
bundle... I wouldn't bother to touch other booster pack... seriously.... Easily one of the best VN's I've read/played. All the
characters are very love/likeable and all routes a great in their own way. I never felt the urge to fast forward through any parts of
the story from lack of interest or boredom. I highly recommend playing Nene's route LAST as her route is the longest and most
dramatic of all the heroines. If I had to choose first, I do Wakana's first as (potential spoiler ahead) it has no drama really and
it's more of a bonus route in my opinion due to its short length. It's rare in VN's for me to not be able to pick, a favorite
character long before I pick my first route. I'm stuck between Nene, Meguri and Touko. Nene and Meguri I do feel have more
presents than Touko but I love Touko's older sister teasing nature.
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